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NATIONAL STUDENT LOAN EXPERT HEATHER JARVIS TO SPEAK AT 
UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS LAW SCHOOL WORKSHOP 

 

Wednesday, Jan. 2 - National student loan expert Heather Jarvis will address students from the 
University of Memphis Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law on January 8, 2013 from 9 to 10:30 a.m. in 
the schools’ Wade Auditorium as part of a comprehensive workshop for Memphis Law students.  

Widely recognized for her expertise, Heather Jarvis has contributed to student debt relief policy for the 
House Education Committee and others in Congress. She has dedicated her professional efforts to 
advancing public service loan forgiveness, which allows recent graduates to dedicate their careers to the 
greater good. Many government and nonprofit professionals stand to gain tens of thousands of dollars of 
student debt relief from the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program established by the College Cost 
Reduction and Access Act. Jarvis specializes in breaking down this process so that it makes sense to all. 

A former capital defense attorney with law school debt, Jarvis now dedicates her expertise to helping 
student loan borrowers make better decisions so that higher education can be a reality for all—not just 
those who can afford it. Specializing in training for high-debt borrowers and the people who love them, 
Jarvis has provided guidance and information to thousands of students and alumni. 

Jarvis will speak with law students, administrators, faculty, and staff at a workshop for “rising” first and 
second year law students at the Law School. The inaugural workshop is intended to be a comprehensive 
collection of information that students will need as they navigate their second and third years of law 
school. It is part of the law schools ongoing efforts to help students successfully prepare themselves for 
not only further academic efforts while enrolled in school but also for life after graduation.  

The Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law is fully accredited by the American Bar Association and is a 
member of the Association of American Law Schools, the society for legal education in the United 
States.  Graduates of the Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law include judges, other public servants, and 
leading practitioners in the Mid-South and throughout the nation.  For more information, please visit 
www.memphis.edu/law. 
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